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Congratulations for coming this far. The competition is very strong this year and thus far it has not been easy, 
as you know. It took a lot of hard work to get to the top 40 and it’s only going to get harder from here. I am sure 
you will agree that the winner for this year will be very deserving of this title and will do the brand and your 
country proud.

Your last challenge was about marketing yourself. You exposed yourself as much as possible and learned about 
what works and what doesn’t. You collected stats and measured your success. This is very important as you will 
be using be using your achievements of last month for this months challenge.

The Challenge
You will be required to partner with a company/product in an endorsement/advertising deal. You will represent 
and endorse the product/company for the rest of the time you are in this competition. This must be a 12 months 
advertising deal with the endorsement from you as a value added bonus.

About Endorsements
There’s something about the way celebrities make a product more appealing. They make you desire a product and 
wwant to own it. Celebrities and consumer brands are in the business of creating a need, known as celebrity 
endorsements. It’s a necessary and beneficial partnership for consumer brands.

The existence of any brand, regardless of the target market and industry, boils down to its competitive edge, 
a term in marketing called positioning. More than the product itself, brands sell a lifestyle or a desired state 
of being.

Mr South Africa is associated with style, quality and the best of the best. This means great value in associating 
Mr South Africa with a brand/company/product, as this will create a competitive edge in the market. Because 
of of this association, the company/product/brand will be seen as more desirable than their competition.   

Endorsements deals can cost hundreds of thousands of rands. We will, for this challenge, give small companies 
the opportunity to benefit from an endorsement, for a fraction of what it should cost. 

How to do this
Firstly you will have to research endorsements and brand associations to establish why a potential company 
should advertise with the Mr South Africa Brand. 
You will also use your exposure challenge’s figures and reach in a proposal as your exposure should 
coconvince a company to associate with you; as when they do, they also benefit from any exposure you receive. 

What’s the deal
A company/product/brand will receive:
From Mr South Africa Office (advertising)
~ Advert on the Mr South Africa website with click through
~ Advert on the Mr South Africa fanpage once a month on the newsfeed
~ Tweet mentions once a month on the official Mr South Africa twitter handle
~~ Banner displays at the Mr South Africa Crowning Event
~ Associated Marketing Rights – to use “proudly endorsed by Mr South Africa” in their marketing and advertising
~ Product sponsor opportunity as a prize for the finals
~ Their logos displayed on monitors at the final event
~ Inserts in goodie bags or on chairs
~ 2 VIP tickets to the final event

FREE BONUS OFFERING 
FFrom the Contestant (endorsement)
~ Endorsement from you for the duration of the time you are in this competition (should you win Mr South Africa, 
this endorsement will continue until their contract expire)
~ Actively represent the brand/company/product - this include mentions in media when appropriate and/or 
allowed, represent the advertiser in at least one of their marketing/advertising campaigns (print media i.e. 
photos/appearance/event)
~ Promotion on your personal Facebook and twitter account not less than once every calendar month
~~ Include the brand/product/company in all exposure where possible and/or allowed and/or appropriate 
including but not limited to email footer, business cards, banners (if applicable), etc
~ Wear the name to all Mr South Africa related events (i.e. a printed t-shirt)

The Top 40 Challenge
Representing a Brand/Company/Product
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Cost
Non - Exclusive Publicity 
12 month contract @ R3000pm

Exclusive Publicity (no other advertiser that is in competition with the company)
12 month contact @ R9000pm

** Note: All applications must be approved by the Mr South Africa Office

RRules:
Only small to medium companies will qualify for this - Less than an annual turnover of R35mil and/or 
200 employees.
All companies you want to approach must be approved by me 1st before you approach them to ensure that 
it does not conflict with current sponsors
All contestants are only required to get one company
12 Month contract
11st payment immediately (pro-rata if signed up after 1 April 2013) and every month on the 1st there after for 
12 months
Advertiser to supply logos/artwork/adverts & marketing material (i.e. banners, t-shirts, etc)
Potential advertisers must complete an application form; this must be sent to me where after we will send 
you their contract for signature, if approved.
All marketing/advertising that the advertiser engages in, using the words “proudly endorsed by 
Mr South Africa” must first be approved by The Mr South Africa Office.
A poA portion of this money will be used to fund our anti-rape campaign.
  

You will be judged on: 
~ how you conducted this campaign as a representative for the advertiser
~ your proposal to the company
~ the length of time it took to get an advertiser
~ quality of the advertiser
~~ initiatives taken to include the advertiser in your exposure

The deadline for this challenge is midnight 30 April 2013.

PLEASE MAKE SURE THAT YOU UNDERSTAND THIS CHALLENGE PERFECTLY, AND IF YOU DON’T, JUST ASK

I have included some stats from our office, please use that in your proposal. Also include your exposure from 
last month and any future exposure you have lined up. Once you have done a proposal document, please send it 
on to me that I can review and maybe give some advice.

Please take note that this is sometimes a bit of a process that takes time, so do not waist any time on this, 
sstart working on it today!

Good luck guys, and if there is anything I can help with, just shout.
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The 2013 competition officially kick off round about 15 February 2013 with 137 contestants. These were 
narrowed down to 50 at the end of February and to 40 at the end of March.

Method                      Exposure              Start Date                  End Date                    # of Days           Avg per Day
Website Hits             1903715                 2013/01/28                 2013/03/25                56                       33994.91
SMS Votes                 46847                     2013/02/15                 2013/03/24               37                      1266.14
Social MediaSocial Media             12520                     n/a                                 n/a                                n/a                    n/a

Events and Exposure for the Contestants for the last 2 months     
Events     
Human Rights Celebrity Fashion Show     
South African Premier of Host     
Zalebs VIP Launch party     
Virgin Active Sunningdale launch     
AndAndre the Hilarious Hypnotist @ Monte     
Marie Clare White Party     
Somer Fees @ The Park Events     
     

Exposure     
Zalebs Celebrity Crush     
Howzit MSN Feature     
Zalebs Zalebs Top 40 Feature     
Glamdiary Top 40 Feature      
RGB Interview @ Zalebs VIP Launch     
Vuzu Interview @ Zalebs VIP Party     

Events and Exposure for Mr South Africa 2012

 
Events 
Giorgio Armani World Water Day Celebration 
Caxton Awards 
Limba Fashion Show 
Gandhi Walk 
Eden Club Launch 
SSet Comedy Night Launch 
International Indian Film Awards in Singapore 
Shaleen Surtie-Richards Honouring Event. 
Top Billing Presenter Search Media Event. 
Comic Choice Awards. 
Save the Rhino Charity Event. 
Bar One Man Hunt Media Event. 
Glamour Glamour SA Woman’s Awards. 
Cansa Fundraiser at Barnyard Theatre. 
Miss Italy SA Judge. 
You Spectacular. 
International Fashion Sale.
Mr World
Durban July

Tv and Magazines 
Top Billing 
Deaf TV 
Get It Magazine Cover
Supermodels SA Cover 
Heat Magazine 
YYou Magazine 
The New Age 
Glamour Magazine feature 
The Citizen 
Sunday Times 
The Post 
Rapport
Cleo MaCleo Magazine 
Sistahood Tv Show 
Saffron Tv interview 
Zoopy
V Entertainment
Sarie Magazine 
The Socialite 
SundSunday Times
Bravo TV 
All Access 
Zoopy TV 
The New Age 
Espresso 

 

Radio Interviews 
Lenz FM 
Lotus FM 
Radio Northern Cape FM 
Jacaranda Complimentary 
   Breakfast Show 
Chai Fm Chai Fm 
Roger Goode Show on 5FM 

Some stats from the Mr South Africa Brand
Our reach thus far
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application form

BANKING DETAILS

COMPANY

Account Nr
(office use)

CONTACT DETAILS

ACCOUNTS OFFICER

CHOOSE YOUR OPTION
(sign in the appropriate block)

NON - EXCLUSIVE PUBLICITY R3000PM X 12 MONTHS

EXCLUSIVE PUBLICITY R9000PM X 12 MONTHS

The undersigned hereby warrants that they are duly authorized to make this application and authorizes 
The Mr South Africa Office to obtain credit data; warrants that all information contained in this application

is true and accurate and agrees to notify The Mr South Africa Office of any material
change in this information during the pendency of this application.

By signing below, I warrant that all of the information submitted in connection with this Application, including any appended documents 
attached to this Application, are true and accurate as of the date below; and, I agree to notify The Mr South Africa Office of any material 
change in the business or financial status while this Application is pending. I understand that this Application does not constitute an offer 
by The Mr South Africa Office of any nature and that this information is being provided to The Mr South Africa Office solely for the 

purpose of evaluating this request. I consent to and acknowledge that in addition to any information provided by me 
The Mr SouthThe Mr South Africa Office may obtain background information, including but not limited to credit, tax and litigation.

signature name date


